Abstract-In this paper we have proposed the clustering approach to classify the random walk trajectories from the synthetic bus station video. Bus station one of the most crowded locations that consist of more than thousands of passengers or travelers waiting for the buses to travel to the destination point. These crowded locations can be highly prone to accidents or terrorist activities. Work is classified into two steps i.e Firstly we find out the trajectories from the image by using the machine learning approach after that we apply the agglomerative clustering algorithm which is used to group the abnormal trajectories with the similar spatial patterns and normal trajectories with similar spatial patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the extraction of intelligent information from a large set of data [1] [2] . This information can be utilized to provide different solutions for real time problems. Data mining has a proven track record in almost every domain such as bioinformatics, healthcare data analysis, transportation, social media analysis etc [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Popular data mining techniques are classification, clustering, association rule mining and anomaly detection [15] . Anomalies are data objects with abnormal behavior. Anomaly detection can be defined as a sub-domain of data mining that deals with identification of abnormal data objects. Bus stations or bus depot can be defined as a crowded location that consists of more than hundreds of passengers or travelers waiting for the buses to travel to the destination point. These crowded locations can also be a point that can be highly prone to accidents or terrorist activities. The persons involved in these bad activities have some kind of abnormal behaviors due to some psychological effect on their mind. Therefore these persons can be treated as anomalies in the crowd of passengers. If these anomalies can be detected due to some means, it can help in preventing bad activities in the bus depot or bus stations. The surveillance camera is a great source of data in the form of images captured at bus stations. This image data can be analyzed to perform analysis using anomaly detection techniques and further persons with anomalous behavior can be detected for further investigation. Various studies on anomaly detection using image data exist in the literature [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this study, security issues and maintenance of a bus station is the primary focus. The anomaly detection at bus stop surveillance data is very important as it can lead to detection of accidents or mischievous behavior by people in real time. Therefore, it can be utilized to detect and alert any kind of anomalous behavior in real time. The assumption made for this study is based on the fact that the images are captured through a surveillance device at the bus station. These images are then used for processing using data mining techniques to detect any anomalous behavior of any individual who may be involved in wrong activities. The automation of this process would be helpful to reduce the human efforts and to increase the security of the bus station. However, the detection of anomaly in the crowd is a hard problem that we trying to solve. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 will present the methodology and data set used in this study. The results and discussion is presented in section 3 and a conclusion is provided in section 4.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section presents a description of the data and methodology used in this study.
A) Dataset generation
In this paper, as Data Mining is main emphasis, preprocessing and tracking parts of solution are not implemented as they belong mostly to image processing domain. Instead a dataset is generated to get a supposedly real dataset which simulates surveillance data. A 20x20 graph is taken to represent the bus station. Three blocks are taken as entrance blocks and three are taken as exits. Now the spatial-temporal paths of objects are generated in following way, for every combination of entrance and exits few intermediary nodes are selected arbitrarily and thus random paths are generated. These arbitrary paths thus generated represent the path followed by a particular object's/individual. We consider the fact that the number of anomalous paths will be considerably less than the non anomalous paths while generating the dataset. We consider a path non-anomalous when the person/ objects enter and leave the block without any diversions/ delay. Also there are paths such that objects is entering but never exiting or exiting after following a very long path, these paths are anomalous and should be detected by the implemented algorithm.
The dataset is all the coordinates in each path. For example in this sample, the first column represents the x-coordinates and second column represents the y-coordinate. The third column is for the purpose of identifying where the next move of the random walker will be horizontal or vertical. In which 1 represent the random walker may move in the vertical direction were as 2 represents the random walker may walk in the horizontal directions. People move in  horizontal  direction  34  21  0  2  33  21  1  0  33  22  1  0  33  23  0  2  32  23  1  0  32  23  0  2  34  42  0  2  42  33  0  2  32  23  1  0  44  37  1  0  38  32  1  0  33  22  0  2  49 44 1 0
B. Preprocessing
Data preprocessing [2] plays a very important role in data analysis. CCTV cameras are installed in most of the crowded region and which generate a lot of data in the form of frames but this data is not used directly in the system, so we have to first perform the preprocessing because there is high frequency noise is generally critical to be identified and removed. So this has to be done by converting video frames in to gray scale images. After converting into gray scale images it should be filtered through Gaussian low-pass filter. Then apply the object detection technique of frame subtraction is applied. Figure 3 is sample image which is taken from the video that is captured from bus station and image extraction process is already explained in the above paragraph, were as this image is shows the trajectories.
In the below figure 3 we have shown the spatial model that we have developed for representing the routes from the images. In which each path having number of nodes which are bounded by the envelope and which is used to determine the variation of the trajectories in the route where each route having end and exit point. And all the nodes are equal separation distance. 
C. Tracking
Once the objects are detected, these objects are tracked using various attribute like contrast, Correlation, Energy and homogeneity for each frame [21] . Several objects tracking algorithms can be used to track the objects and obtain the path followed by each object's/ person to decent accuracy. In the below figure 3 we have shown the spatial representation of route. Once we are having the path followed by each object's/person then we can use Data mining techniques to analyze these motions and detect and flag an anomaly if present.
D. Clustering
Once we have the paths of each object's/person our next job is to detect anomaly in these paths. For this our basic approach will be to use a clustering algorithm to cluster similar paths. All the outliers that emerge out as a result of the clustering algorithm can be flagged and called as anomaly. Explaining the clustering process in details, these paths are clustered using fixed width clustering methods so that similar paths are 22 PROCEEDINGS OF RICE. GOPESHWAR, 2017 in the same cluster. As the second step, similar clusters are merged based in the distance between clusters. If the average intercluster distance is more than number of standard deviations of the inter-cluster distance from the mean inter cluster distance, than a cluster is declared as anomalous. This anomaly detection algorithm is further explained in the pseudo code section.
Figure.5 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
Steps involved in agglomerative hierarchical clustering as explain below.
Calculating
the proximity between the two trajectory using the weighted Euclidean distance and average linkage method and variable number of clusters. 2. Then find the most similar pairs of cluster by using the proximity matrix. Combine two patterns into one cluster and update the proximity matrix to reflect this merge operation.
3. Do above steps until all the patterns in one cluster.
Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications
E. Distance Measure for Clustering (DMC)
For clustering the paths and extracting meaningful clusters we need to choose a good distance measure. Given that we have many entry and exit points, there are many possibilities of non-anomalous paths. We need to choose a distance function as follows: Let P1, P2 be any two paths represented by array of 20 20 matrix where the paths is represented by joining of 1s.
Distance measure for clustering (DMC) is calculated by using the below formula.
D(P1,P2)=
- (1) Pseudo Code 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly we have shown the number of trajectories that we have obtained from the above image. In which all the normal path is represented by the white line from the entry to exit gates. The blue line is anomalous path following in the different trajectory. For this we have use the kalman filtering in matlab.
Steps are shown below.
1. Firstly we create the vision. KalmanFilter by using the KalmanFilter. 2. Then to eliminate the noise present in the image we use predict and correct methods. 3. When the trajectory is detected, then its firstly predicts its state at the current video frame, then on the newly detected trajectory it uses previous detected object location to correct its state.
After that we apply the agglomerative clustering algorithm, in which each data points combine as singleton cluster, until all the data points have been combining to form the single cluster.
In the below figure the clustering results are shown. The clustering results are as expected we get four separate clusters corresponding to a four different trajectories with clusters belonging to normal paths being close to each other and the one with anomalous path is segregated
We have used the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm because it has many advantages as ease of handling of any type of similarity o distance, flexible in regarding a level of granularity and it can be apply in any type of attribute.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper deals with practical approach of anomaly detection from the bus station. For that we have practically analyzing the trajectory data that we have extracted from the image. Then finding the nodes in the path so we can easily identify the whether the path is abnormal or normal. Apply agglomerative clustering algorithm to obtain the abnormal clusters. In my knowledge of point no one has before apply anomaly detection in the bus station although it is a crowded location that consists of more than hundreds of passengers or travelers waiting for the buses to travel to the destination point. These crowded locations are highly prone to accidents or terrorist activities. So in the future work we may apply this practical approach in the real dataset. Or it can be helpful in many applications like in anomaly detection in the airport etc.
